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Bankruptcy court addresses Daubert challenges 
to disqualify Valuation analyst experts and 

Valuation opinion expert reports
Curtis R. Kimball

Commercial Litigation Insights

In the post-Daubert era, even experienced valuation experts may fail to qualify as an expert 
witness if a trier of fact finds a sufficient level of problems with the valuation analysis and/or 

valuation report. This discussion summarizes a bankruptcy case where the judicial criticisms of 
the valuation analyst’s expert report appear quite justified. However, in other cases, the judicial 

criticisms often seem unjustified. Those judicial criticisms are sometimes directed to valuation 
reports that are prepared in accordance with generally accepted valuation standards and 

valuation practices. Valuation analysts who offer litigation support services should be aware of 
such cases, in order to better prepare for judicial challenges to their own valuation reports.

introduction

This discussion presents a review of the bankruptcy case 
In re: Med Diversified, Inc. et al., Debtors, Chartwell 
Litigation Trust, Plaintiffs v. Addus Healthcare, Inc. et al., 
Defendants.1 In this decision, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
focused, perhaps for the first time, on the quality of valu-
ation analyst expert witnesses and on the quality of valua-
tion opinion expert reports.

the facts of the case

This Chapter 11 bankruptcy case revolves around an 
attempt by the debtors and the bankruptcy trustee to get 
back some $7.5 million in funds disbursed under an alleged 
six and one-half month option agreement. The option 
agreement was between Med Diversified, Inc. (the plaintiff 
and the debtor company in the bankruptcy) and Addus 
Healthcare, Inc. (the defendant and the purported acquisi-
tion target company).

Med Diversified filed for bankruptcy protection while it 
was pursuing a commercial lawsuit. The litigation demand-
ed the return of monies Med Diversified had paid for an 
option to extend the time period for its acquisition agree-
ment to acquire Addus. If the plaintiffs could show that the 
$7.5 million option price bore no relationship to the value 
of Addus, then a possible constructive fraudulent transfer 
or other claim (such as no reasonably equivalent value in 
exchange) could be established.

The judicial finding of a fraudulent transfer could lead to 
a recovery of the $7.5 million funds by the Med Diversified 
bankruptcy estate.

Both sets of litigants in In re: Med Diversified, Inc. 
retained valuation analysts. Not unexpectedly, both sets 
of valuation analyst expert witnesses reached widely dis-
similar conclusions as to the valuation subject—that is, the 
value of Addus as an acquisition target.

Challenges to the admission of expert testimony have 
become more common since the U.S. Supreme Court 
addressed the standard for judicial acceptance of expert 
testimony in Daubert v. Merrell Pharmaceuticals, Inc.2

Later court cases subsequently clarified this issue in a 
number of respects in General Electric Company, et al. v. 
Robert K. Joiner, et ux.3 and Kumho Tire Company, Ltd., 
et al., v. Patrick Carmichael, etc., et al.4 These judicial 
decisions indicated that the Daubert factors also applied 
with respect to non-scientist experts, such as valuation 
analysts.

These cases confirmed once and for all that the role 
of the trial judge as “gatekeeper” applies to all expert evi-
dence and testimony, and not just to “scientific” testimony. 
Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 704 requires the trial court 
to exclude any expert evidence that is not both “reliable” 
and “relevant.”

Before proceeding to trial in this case, each side chal-
lenged the opposing valuation expert and the opposing 
valuation expert’s testimony. Both sets of litigants attempt-
ed to disqualify the opposing expert witnesses under the 
standards set forth in Daubert and its follow-on cases. In re: 
Med Diversified, Inc. decided the cross-motion in limine by 
defendant Addus to exclude the valuation expert report of 
the Med Diversified plaintiff’s valuation expert.
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the defendant’s position

In a previous motion, the bankruptcy court had rejected 
the Addus valuation analyst expert (Scott P. Peltz, CPA) 
and his expert valuation opinion report. That decision was 
based on the bankruptcy court’s finding that Peltz could 
not be qualified as a health care services business valua-
tion expert. In that previous decision, the bankruptcy court 
concluded that Peltz lacked experience in the valuation of 
companies in the health care industry.

With nothing to loose, the attorneys for the defendant 
Addus went on the attack against the Med Diversified valua-
tion analyst expert. However, the Med Diversified valuation 
expert (Robert J. Cimasi of Health Capital Consultants) had 
already been qualified by the bankruptcy court as an expert 
on health care company valuation issues.

Defendant Addus, therefore, urged the bankruptcy court 
to reject the valuation expert’s written testimony (i.e., 
his expert valuation opinion report), citing the Daubert 
standards under Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence 
regarding reliability of the expert report. The defendant’s 
challenge to the Cimasi expert report was based on alle-
gations that (1) the valuation methodology used was 
flawed and (2) the valuation analysis was biased in many 
respects.

the plaintiff’s position

Med Diversified countered by asserting that their valuation 
expert’s report and opinions should be accepted as evi-
dence in the trial. Med Diversified acknowledged that the 
bankruptcy court could decide exactly how much weight 
to accord to the Cimasi valuation report after the valuation 
expert testified on the record.

the Bankruptcy court’s decision

The judge granted the motion of the defendant Addus and 
disqualified Cimasi’s expert valuation opinion report. In its 
published decision, the bankruptcy court explained that 
it disallowed the valuation expert report because (1) it 
contained errors in the application of business valuation 
methods and (2) it exhibited a “systematic bias” in arriving 
at the lowest range of value conclusions (which benefited 
the expert’s plaintiff client).

The Bankruptcy Court’s Concerns
In the In re: Med Diversified, Inc. decision, the bankruptcy 
court noted numerous concerns regarding the plaintiff 
expert’s valuation analysis/valuation opinion report. These 
judicial concerns are summarized below:

1. The question of whether any valuation analysis based 
on the Addus negative EBITDA (for the latest period 
prior to the valuation date) could result in any reliable 
value indication for the subject company.

2. The inappropriate reliance on what the judge concluded 
was a small sample of 13 (or fewer for some financial 
ratios, when outliers were excluded) guideline publicly 
traded companies for purposes of a relative financial 
ratio performance analysis to Addus.

3. The assignment of a greater weighting to the informa-
tion obtained from these guideline publicly traded 
companies than the weight assigned to the information 
obtained from private companies reported in the Integra 
and the Risk Management Association databases.

4. The general reliability of any comparisons between 
guideline publicly traded companies and any private 
company.

5. The questions of whether the business valuation profes-
sional literature is sufficiently rigorous and/or whether 
it is based on self-designated experts and on professional 
societies with suspicious qualifications standards.

6. The failure of the valuation analyst to normalize the 
Addus historical financial data for purposes of a com-
parative analysis (especially when the guideline publicly 
traded company historical financial data were normal-
ized by the valuation analyst).

7. The failure of the valuation analyst to explain why each 
valuation method received a different weighting in the 
final value reconciliation (or to explain why the differ-
ent valuation methods should not be equally weighted).

8. The failure of the valuation analyst to provide meaning-
ful support for certain valuation variable assumptions 
used in discounted cash flow method projection, such 
as the revenue projection.

9. The failure of the valuation analyst to provide mean-
ingful support for the assumption that new company 
management would be able to achieve industry average 
operating cost margins.

10. The valuation analyst’s use of company audited financial 
data that another one of the plaintiff expert witnesses 
testified had been improperly prepared.

11. The valuation analyst’s use of what the judge concluded 
was an unjustified company-specific equity risk pre-
mium; the judge concluded that this company-specific 
equity risk premium was flawed due to (a) the duplica-
tion of risk factors or (b) a suspect comparison to the 
guideline publicly traded company data.

12. The valuation analyst’s inappropriate application of a 
significant increase in the risk premium component of 
the cost of debt capital related to the personal guaranty 
of the principal owner.
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13. The valuation analyst’s failure to provide meaningful 
justification for the use of a conservative expected long-
term growth rate (i.e., 4 percent) for the subject com-
pany earnings in the terminal value analysis.

14. The valuation analyst’s failure to provide a meaning-
ful justification of the use of a 10 percent ownership 
control premium in the discounted cash flow method 
(particularly when Mergerstat reported empirical data 
that suggested that a higher ownership control premium 
was appropriate).

15. The question of whether the use of ownership control 
price premium data has reached the level of a peer- 
recognized, generally accepted valuation procedure.

16. An unsatisfactory explanation for the valuation analyst’s 
application of a discount for lack of marketability (i.e., 
30 percent) to the discounted cash flow method related 
to the valuation of a 100 percent ownership interest in 
the subject company.

17. The valuation analyst’s failure to provide a meaningful 
explanation as to why, in the guideline publicly traded 
company method, some pricing multiples were based 
on one-year financial data while other pricing multiples 
were based on three-year average financial data.

18. An unsatisfactory explanation for the valuation analyst’s 
exclusion of one guideline merger and acquisition trans-
action that was the most comparable in size to Addus 
(i.e., the judge did not accept the valuation analyst’s 
explanation that it should be rejected merely because it 
was more than two standard deviations above the indus-
try mean pricing multiple).

19. The questionable comparability of the valuation ana-
lyst’s selected guideline merger and acquisition transac-
tions to the subject company Addus.

20. An unsatisfactory explanation for why the valuation 
analyst excluded outlier multiples from the guideline 
merger and acquisition method but did not exclude 
outlier multiples from the guideline publicly traded 
company method.

21. An unsatisfactory explanation for the valuation analyst’s 
application of a discount for lack of marketability (i.e., 
10 percent) to the guideline merger and acquisition 
transaction method value indication.

The Bankruptcy Court’s Conclusion
The In re: Med Diversified judge summed up his decision 
by noting:

Perhaps this memorandum of decision may assist 
other bankruptcy courts in framing their decisions 
on motions in limine under the evolving standards 
of disqualification of purported non-scientific 
expert witnesses under the United States Supreme 
Courts’ Kumho decision with respect to financial 

matters. . . . This may be a stiff dose of medicine 
for the plaintiffs to swallow, but it should serve as 
a warning to other litigants in future constructive 
fraudulent transfer cases to make sure that their 
experts apply the standard methods correctly lest 
they find their experts’ reports denied admission.

summary and conclusion

The Bankruptcy Court’s decision in In re: Med Diversified 
is one of the first times the U.S. Bankruptcy Court has 
directly addressed the issue of challenges to the admission 
of expert testimony in the context of the valuation of finan-
cial transactions.

It is noteworthy that, from a valuation practitioner’s 
perspective, a number of the judge’s above-mentioned com-
ments appear to be ill-informed or simply off-base. These 
judicial comments relate to the reliability of the valuation 
expert’s report relative to generally accepted business valu-
ation practices and generally accepted business valuation 
standards. It is likely that the bankruptcy court’s concerns 
(even the unfounded concerns) related to the judge’s per-
ception that the testimony presented in this specific matter 
did not provide a satisfactory basis for the expert’s written 
valuation opinion report.

This judicial decision serves as a warning that even 
qualified valuation analyst experts can find their valuation 
opinion disqualified before it is submitted in trial. This 
may occur if (1) the valuation analyst’s written testimony 
is found to be sufficiently flawed and (2) the valuation 
expert’s testimony at the motion hearing does not convince 
the court otherwise.

Subsequent to the In re: Med Diversified matter, the 
bankruptcy court has heard additional cases regarding the 
admissibility of expert valuation testimony, most notably 
in the case of In re Doctors Hospital of Hyde Park, Inc.5 
In the Doctors Hospital case, the outcome for the valuation 
expert in that case (i.e., Scott P. Peltz, CPA—who also was 
the Addus valuation expert in the In re: Med Diversified 
matter) was different. Perhaps we will discuss the In re: 
Doctors Hospital of Hyde Park, Inc. case in a future issue 
of Insights.
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